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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.1.6 

 

General 

 AFOG-9T7GHN - The address format in USA, Canada and Australia differs with Zip code and State. These 
shall now be entered as follows: City <space> State <3 spaces> Zip code. State shall be entered with 2 
characters for USA and Canada, 2 to 3 characters for Australia. By these adjustments the information can 
be splitted into pieces of information to be used for EDI purposes for instance. 

 JELA-9ZR98C - Client installation on top of server and vice versa is blocked. 

 JELA-A3PAJN - Users of the type "Work recording" was displayed as "Administrator equivalent" in My 
windows / AutoStart. 

 JEDS-A45E8Z - This affects the supplement Document Viewing: Now it’s possible to resize the Update 
paths procedure and the tables can be sorted. These changes will make it easier to maintain the paths. 
The Update paths procedure is only available for users with an ADMIN pass word. 

 GÅNY-A4RGAN - Please note! The alternatives regarding invoicing are changed in the Register 
Agreement procedures. We have removed the possibility to register invoicing period based on days, and 
enter the row amount based on year amount. Now is only period based on months managed. If you have 
registered agreements and rows with invoicing period based on days and amount based on year, you will 

have to check these agreements and rows and change amount so it will correspond with amount per 
month. 

 AFOG-A4YEPR - VS2010 C++ Redist till SP1 is now included in the installation of MONITOR. 

Manufacturing 

 PFLN-A3QEJH - News: The new procedure Report Measuring Data that is an alternative for existing 
methods to report measuring data during operation reporting is added. The new procedure has two list 
types Adjust, where previous measuring data reportings can be adjusted and Report for new measuring 
data reportings without operation reporting. 

 JLÖR-A45LFQ - If you changed Work center from an internal to a subcontract work center in the Work 
Center Analysis procedure, the operation didn’t get a currency. 

 JLÖR-A45N2T - If you changed work center in the Adding / Replanning procedure, the name of the work 
center wasn’t changed if it had its original name. 

 FPEN-A46E55 - If you used Documents per operation to print the Delivery note in the Comprehensive 
Document (Subcontract) procedure, an empty page was included in the printout. 

 FOHN-A4FAQM - The Print Delivery Schedules – Subcontract procedure shut down with a program 
error if the Work center code was entered with alfa numerical characters as for instance PG901. 

 FPEN-A4LH7B - A program error occurred in the Comprehensive Document (Subcontract) procedure 
with Chinese set of forms. 

 SWIO-A53EK3 - Text numbers got incorrect text type if you used Save as… on a part in for instance the 
Preparation procedure. 

Purchase 

 LAHM-A45KP2 - A message telling that it is no longer possible to pay a credit or debit in EUR with Due date 
after the 27th of October 2016 is displayed in the Transaction List, Payments Out and Payment 
Suggestions procedures. 
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 SHYS-A4BKLW - This affects Poland and systems with adaptation 161: Now it’s possible to use Reversed 
liability for payment on rows when linking orders in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure. This means 
that you easily can register a Supplier invoice that have some rows with Reversed liability for payment and 
other rows with Non-deductible VAT. 

 SSÖG-A4RK3H - Changes on Purchase orders that didn’t affect order amount displayed the message 
Amount limit is exceeded on already authorized Purchase orders. 

 SHYS-A4SBPA - The PopUp (F4) feature in the supplement program MONITOR Authorize is improved. 

 FPEN-A52BDZ - MONITOR shut down with a program error if Show… Only highest sub-number was 
deselected in the Inquiry List procedure. 

Sales 

 FOHN-9XCC38 - News: A procedure Packing List Register is added under Sales | Delivery. 

 PGRG-A3JGPW - A new Extra info setting "Load additional text to SIS and CMR Waybill (Unifaun) from" is 
added in the Update Supplier procedure. This setting is used to determine if Delivery instructions or Text 
rows shall be exported to Unifaun for printout of shipping documents. 

 LAHM-A3KCD9 - Easy Invoice forms didn’t work if you had more than three VAT codes in MONITOR. 

 GÅNY-A3NHV5 - A new list type Comments is added in the Agreement List procedure. The list type 
Comments only displays Agreements with a Comment (Additional text). The Comment is possible to 
change. 

 LREM-A44CAF - You could get incorrect Additional texts on the Comprehensive invoice of the Easy Invoice 
type if you had several different language codes. 

 JLIN-A46AG3 - The Delivery address on the order could be incorrect if you changed Customer on a Serial 
number in the Register Service Order procedure. 

 JEDS-A46BC6 - Several total prices on the same order/quote with discount gave different total price 
suggestions. 

 JLIN-A46BJP - If you didn’t change rows, MONITOR could shut down a program error if you used minimum 
order amount. This error could occur in the Register Customer Order, Register Quote and Register 
Invoices Directly procedures. 

 FOHN-A4CDAX - A new alternative "Shipping agent's dispatch advice from order reference" is added under 
Recipient of for E-mail in the Update Customer procedure. 

 GÅNY-A4CBWV - If you want to display Our supplier number on the Sales forms, you will have to check 
Show suppl. no: on the Customer in the Customer List procedure, list type Settings. 

 PFLN-A4CJWX - Additional text on Customer order removed Customers order number on the Pick list tab in 
the Delivery List procedure if you classified the list on Customer code. 

 FPEN-A4DDLJ - If you changed status from 1 to 2 (Order confirmation printed) in the Register Customer 
Order procedure without printing any confirmation, the order didn’t get any printout date in the database. 

 SSÖG-A4EB9F - If you used Drag and drop XML-file when registering Customer order in the Register 
Customer Order procedure, the Setup price could be incorrect if you used foreign currency. 

 KFTM-A4EKUX - You could release incorrect delivery row on invoice-/payment plans. 

 LREM-A4JD3S - MONITOR could shut down with a program error if you tried to pay a zero invoice in the 
Register Incoming Payments procedure. 

 JLIN-A4JK95 - The Info menu option "Message to goods receiver" didn’t work in the Part Info F12 
procedure. 

 AFOG-A4MJTF - An incorrect message was displayed when sending dispatch advice to shipper using 
Memnon Networks format 181. This error only occurred in MONITOR version 8.1.5. 
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 MWIK-A4NEUM - If several manufacturing orders were linked to the same Customer order row, it was 
impossible to deliver the Customer order if the setting "Automatically set status 6 (Delivered) on M-order 
when delivering linked C-order" on the Manufacturing tab in the Settings procedure was activated. 

 JLIN-A4RKJX - You could get incorrect quantity To pick in the Pick list tab in the Delivery List procedure. 
This could occur on orders with alternate unit. 

 SWIO-A53HFK - It wasn’t possible to add and delivery report order rows in the Manufacturing company 

with Customer Order Transfer. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement MONITOR 
Customer Order Transfer. 

Inventory 

 SSTG-A2WAEZ - The Check Delivery Times procedure often came with the result that purchase parts 
needed to be purchased by a new Purchase order, due to lack in the future. Now the answer will be that 
the P-part will be available on the required date when lack exists beyond the parts lead time. 

 PFLN-A3WGQ5 - The Amount was doubled if you double-clicked on the Preview tab in the WIP List 
procedure. 

 JLIN-A44GWT - The Price Development procedure only used the main warehouse’s data when you 
analyzed Purchase prices. Now the procedure will use the warehouse you are logged on to. 

 SWIO-A47JA3 - The Register Nonconformity procedure didn’t link correct Your part no. to correct 
Customer code when there was several Customer links on the part. 

 JLIN-A4BKG7 - The total was incorrectly calculated on the Preview tab in the Estimate Annual Volume 
procedure. 

 FPEN-A4LKYK - A program error could occur if you selected on Date with list Subcontract in the Delivery 
Performance from Supplier procedure. 

 SWIO-A4UBAD - When a Part only had one location, the Quantity field wasn’t available in the Move Stock 
Balance procedure. 

Workshop Info 

 AFOG-9Z6C3R - It wasn’t possible to save several Property management configurations in the Recording 
Terminal procedure, because the last change removed previous changes. 

 SWIO-A2NCYF - Report number was sometimes missing when you printed Transport labels in the 
Recording Terminal procedure. 

 SWIO-A3JFAP - It wasn’t possible to delete absence codes in the Codes procedure. 

 FPEN-A4DH36 - An error message about SMTP settings was displayed if you used the Send list of recording 
items to selected employees feature in the Authorize / Adjust Recording procedure. This error message 
was displayed even if you don’t use SMTP settings. 

 SWIO-A4EKS5 - Adjustment of active work in the Authorize / Adjust Recording procedure gave extra 
time on the order. 

 JLÖR-A4MABZ - A performance improvement is made in the Priority plan in the Recording Terminal 
procedure. This improvement mainly affects customers with many material rows on their Manufacturing 
orders. 

 JLÖR-A599YN - It wasn’t possible to start/finish work in the Recording Terminal procedure if several 
orders had the same text number. 

Accounting 

 LREM-A3NCU6 - Empty pages were included in the printouts from the General ledger tab in the Balance 
Info procedure. 
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 SHYS-A45ED9 - If you changed name on an Income in the Register Basic Data (Project) procedure, the 
name on the income for the project wasn’t changed in the Chart of Accounts. 

 SHYS-A45L6E - If you had project on Customer order and the settings "Manage purchase/manufacturing on 
project for parts?" and "Enter material cost of goods sold in the books upon invoicing?" activated, the 
material cost was doubled in the Expected result on projects. 

 LAHM-A4CH6S - MONITOR could shut down with a program error if you used the Rename Account 

procedure and the accounts you should merge had AutoCodings. 

 SHYS-A4YJMM - If you linked from the Register Supplier Invoice procedure to the Accrual Accounting 
procedure and entered a new Consecutive number on the accrual accounting, a new accrual record was 
created. 

General Settings 

 AFOG-A3HHZ2 - Chinese characters couldn’t be displayed in components with Gauges on the Start page. 

 SWIO-A4UDFQ - It wasn’t possible to create new reject codes in the Reject Codes procedure. 

Management Accounting 

 SHYS-A4DEPE - The Update Coding Method procedure is updated with a new Other term for Customer 
category for coding methods in the Manufacturing order log. 

 KFTM-A4EJXN - If you used Management accounting you could get an incorrect value from the invoicing log 
to the Update Coding Method procedure. 
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